Flaris jet available for public viewing
13 May 2015

Starting today, the smallest jet in the world FLARIS LAR 1 will be available for public viewing.
Flaris will be on display until Saturday at the Warsaw University of Technology. Then in June the
plane will be displayed during one of the the most important aviation events in the world – the
Paris Air Show.
The prototype of FLARIS LAR 1 will be available for closer inspection during the exhibition opening
today entitled “On the wings of time – people and aerostructures of Warsaw University of
Technology”. The exhibition will be open until Saturday, May 16 in the Main Building Of Warsaw
University of Technology, at plac Politechniki 1 in Warsaw. The exhibition will be open today until
6 p.m., Thursday-Friday: 9 a.m. – 6 p.m., Saturday: 10 a.m.– 4 p.m.
Then, from 15th to 21st of June the aircraft will be on display at the Le Bourget airport in Paris
during one of the largest and most important aviation events in the world – the International
Paris Air Show.
– Two years ago Flaris was shown there for the first time, where it won the hearts of visitors from
all over the world. This year we are expecting a similar success. We would like to invite all aviation
enthusiasts and Flaris fans to visit our newly designed stand. You will find us at B6 / outdoors –
says Rafał Ładziński, the director of the Flaris project.
Those who won’t have the chance to see Flaris during these events are invited to watch a movie
from tests on our Youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VDg7QyBFDdY

****************************************

FLARIS LAR 1 is a single-engine jet with a light-weight composite structure. It belongs to a new category of
small business jets, which are ideal for those who need to travel quickly for business or leisure. It combines
opposing characteristics: the ease of flying, which is typical for ultralight planes, and performance typical of
jets: speed and range. The worldwide innovative solutions implemented in the plane structure are
protected by 8 patents obtained by the Metal-Master company, which manufactured this innovative
aircraft.

For more information and photographs, please visit the website: www.flaris.pl and
www.facebook.com/FlarisLar1;
Contact: press@flaris.pl

